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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes key findings from a recent round of audience testing that New Media
Advocacy Project (NMAP) conducted with people living in the Ohio River Valley using dscout.
Dscout is a flexible online tool that provides fieldwork-quality insights by allowing participants to
deeply immerse themselves in our content on their own time, and in their own homes—a priority
in this current age of pandemic social distancing. Participants were recruited from towns, cities,
and rural areas that would be affected by the Appalachian Storage Hub (ASH), primarily in West
Virginia and Ohio, but with participants from Kentucky and Pennsylvania as well.
Using dscout, NMAP tested core narratives created during a weeklong workshop with
organizational representatives from the People Over Petro Coalition (POPCo), as well as
potential written and visual messages created by NMAP in response to POPCo’s narrative
ideas. We tested these narratives and messages with a diversity of audience segments, ages
18 and older, to determine which narratives and messages resonate with Appalachian
audiences the most. The narratives and messages are intended to help ground regional
advocacy efforts that strive to stop petrochemical expansion and build a cleaner, greener, more
equitable future for Appalachia.
The main results and relevant insights are at the forefront of this report. All quotes from
participants are directly from their responses in dscout, and minor additions [in brackets] were
added only to clarify meaning where needed. More about the testing design, demographics of
the participants, and relevant data can be found in the appendix.

ON NARRATIVES
The research outlined in this
document follows NMAP’s narrative
change approach, which employs a
tree metaphor to describe different
elements of narrative change. Deep
narratives—unconscious beliefs,
ideologies, and worldviews—are
like the roots of the tree, supplying
the tree with emotional nourishment
it needs to grow.
Filled with that resonance,
narratives are like the trunk of the
tree, infusing the leaves in the
crown with the nutrients from the
roots.
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Those narratives give life to stories or messages—the individual leaves in the crown. As
those stories and messages flourish and multiply, the crown of the tree expands, the narrative
grows stronger, and the roots of the tree grow deeper.
In early 2020, NMAP conducted two focus groups and a series of in-person interviews with a
variety of community members in West Virginia to begin to understand key elements of the deep
narratives at play in Appalachia, including deeply held values, worldview, and beliefs.
Built on the insights from this research, we tested POPCo’s three core narratives and a variety
of attendant messaging meant to reinforce each narrative with our dscout participants. Each
core narrative was embedded with Appalachian values like collective wellbeing, fairness, hard
work, pride in cultural heritage, and family. In keeping with NMAP’s narrative change approach,
each core narrative was also built to be open-ended and flexible to ensure that more specific,
multi-faceted messaging, campaigns, and storytelling strategies could flow from and promote
the narrative. In this sense, the core narrative would be able to ground many different
campaigns, creating consistency in tone, values, and worldview.
The narratives we tested are outlined below. Narratives A and B were built by POPCo and
Narrative C was built by NMAP and inspired by conversations during our weeklong workshop
with POPCo.
A. It’s Time to Control our Path Forward
The powers that be have sold our land, our water, and our wellbeing to the highest
outside bidders over and over again. For more than a century, Appalachians have been
treated like servants in a corporate kingdom dominated by snake oil
salesmen-turned-kings. For too long, corporations from other states and countries have
claimed control over our opportunities and our future, telling us what we need and want.
Appalachians of all ages are hard at work creating an economy grounded in
old-fashioned values while tapping new-fashioned ideas that create opportunities to
keep our amazing cultural heritage alive and well. That means finding ways to expand
healthy options for next-generation Appalachians so they can stay close to home and
participate in their communities; it means investing in our wealth of creative people and
small business owners so that they can make a living by keeping our cultural legacy
vibrant; and it means creating policies that make it possible for younger generations to
put down roots on their own land so that they nurture the next generation of
Appalachians.
B. Love for our People Should Guide our Growth
In a thriving Appalachia, it would be possible for all of us to lead a meaningful life of our
choosing. But for a century, our politicians have worked with corporations to build a
society that is only focused on profits for a few, while most of us are forced to chase
money to make ends meet rather than pursue our own vision of fulfilment. Right now, our
jobs fuel an industry that by its own account is running on fumes, creating a fragile
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economy that drives exploitation and profits for the few rather than meeting people’s true
needs.
It’s time to unlock the true potential of our local communities by committing to equitable
economic development and dismantling the barriers to opportunity that have been built
by outside companies. Through equitable public investment, we can grow quality jobs
and increase opportunities for our children to start small businesses while stewarding our
rivers and hills so that they’re safe for our grandchildren to enjoy.
C. Weaving a Tapestry of Possibilities for Our Kids and Grandkids
Too many decades of investment in companies that come to Appalachia to pillage our
land, and divestment from the people who live on that land have frayed the fabric of our
families and our communities. Too many of our young people feel that they have to leave
the home and families they love to create livelihoods that give them a sense of meaning.
From the first mountaineers to our grandparents and parents who dug the coal that
powered America and changed the face of labor, we have a legacy of working hard for a
better world. Today is no different, but the moment calls for creative new ways of
building that better world for our kids. Our children and grandchildren deserve to inherit
an Appalachia with clear water to drink, fresh air to breathe, and meaningful work to do.
If we want our young people to stay close to home or return home from afar, we need to
make sure that they have a say in how we weave together our many strengths and
talents to create a tapestry of possibilities for the next generation.
Several people mentioned liking the powerful words and terminology of Narrative A, but
Narrative C tended to receive the longest responses when we asked participants to record a
video of themselves explaining why it was their favorite.
For example, Corey G. said: So I have two children and one's 18 and one's 17 and I care about
their futures. So a discussion in regards to the future of my children is obviously the most
important thing for me. Possible grandchildren as well. I think that the other two [narratives] are
kind of like what we'd call pipe dreams.
Joseph G. said, It's completely true that what we hand our children is what they inherit. We need
to hand our children something that's good. We can't let these guys come in. We have to come
up with clean good green ways of doing things because the old way is not working and it's on its
way out.
It’s notable that Narrative C trended well with people from all walks of life, including the most
ardent supporters of the petrochemical industry.
Cody B., who said at one point during the study that he believes We still need the industry.
Once again, regulation, not reduction, had this to say about Narrative C: Talks about my
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generation pretty much and I like how it highlights the necessity for giving opportunities
to the younger generation like me.
It should be noted that even when people did not select Narrative C “Weaving a Tapestry of
Possibilities for Our Kids and Grandkids,” many people mentioned in their short answer
responses that they liked the narratives because they have children, or wanted a better future
for themselves and their communities. Wayne W. said it’s important to keep children in our
regions to plant roots and to stay closer to home.
Participant feedback for Narrative C also included the following:
●

I would give examples of opportunities that are in the works not just about what I already
know. -Georgia W.

●

These stories drive home what most people already know. Big petroleum doesn't care
about communities or the environment. -James T.

●

I would maybe add a testimonial. -Lauren S.

●

Talk about ways to make things better by creating meaningful industry to keep a thriving
economy for the area. -Nicole T.

Overall, participant feedback for the core narratives was that more details were needed.
●

What only is missing is that the story is missing details about how and their steps to
enforcing their new energy standards and vision. "I would like more details on saying
how it will lead to great things. -Noah A.

This feedback not only bodes well for the potential of narrative-connected messaging that
focuses on details and concrete policies, but also offers some insights into the kinds of detailed
messaging that people in the region are looking for.
Further, as we noted in our previous report “Creating a Culturally Relevant Campaign for the
Ohio River Valley,” direct attacks on the industry were not well received by any of our
participants, indicating that narratives and messaging focusing on such a strategy would fall flat.
●

We NEED [ the petrochemical industry] but it would be nice to make it clean but adding
jobs not taking away. Hopefully the old way and new way will work together to create
more local jobs. -Tiffany C.

●

I liked [Narrative C] because it talked about family, about weaving in the fabric. I think it
sounded like the least offensive. It didn't have any name calling in it. I know the other
ones didn't really truly have name calling but [Story C] didn't sound as “offensive”, I
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guess maybe, is the word... It's a little more woman friendly. So that's why I picked that
one. I liked it, it sounded more friendly, more family. -Nicole T.

Narratives by Demographic
Interestingly enough, Narrative C trended better with younger
participants under 40, with those over 40 years old preferring
Narrative A. However, these older participants still talked about
the importance of keeping young people in the area even
though they preferred Narrative A.
Our participants from Kentucky and Pennsylvania overall
preferred Narrative A, while our participants from West Virginia
and Ohio liked Narrative C more.
Those participants who identified as “conservative” and
“Independent” or “Republican” also preferred Narrative A, while
“very liberal,” “liberal,” “moderate,” and “very conservative” participants on the whole liked
Narrative C more. Democrats were split between Narratives A and C.
There was no discernible difference in narrative preference between men and women,
education levels, employment status or race.

Summary of Preferences
Overall, Narratives A and C received the most votes, with 42.3% of people liking both:
Now that you’ve read through all the stories, which ones do you like, if any? Select all that
apply.

In terms of disliking the narratives, the group was fairly evenly distributed:
Which stories do you dislike, if any? Select all that apply.
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There was a “winner” for favorite narrative, although the margin was not big, but the following
does support that Narratives A and C were the most popular:
Which story is your FAVORITE? Select only one.

RESONANT MESSAGES
As mentioned, NMAP’s narrative change approach focuses on
first building a core, values-connected narrative and then
creating multifaceted messaging and storytelling approaches
that promote and reinforce that narrative for many different
audiences, using a range of topics and angles. With that in
mind, we created two sample messages for each core
narrative and tested them with our participants.
Because OVEC and a number of POPCo members have referenced Reimagine Appalachia’s
work as a promising regional approach to policy narrative change, some of the messages
NMAP tested for Narratives B and C folded in Reimagine Appalachia’s “A New Deal for
Appalachia” messaging in a variety of ways—some overt and others in a more subtle, integrated
fashion. Our hope in testing these messages was to see where it might be possible for POPCo’s
messages to align with policy and economic work already underway in order to effectively
advance a unified regional narrative strategy and avoid siloed or fragmented messaging.

NARRATIVE A TEST MESSAGES
1. OLD-FASHIONED VALUES, NEW-FASHIONED IDEAS
Appalachians are no strangers to thinking outside of the box. Right now the United
States and the world is in a major energy transition much like what coal did more than a
century ago, but this time traditional industries like those setting up camp in the Ohio
River Valley —fracked gas and petrochemicals — will start to disappear in the next
15-20 years. Rather than being caught by surprise, it’s time for us to capitalize on our
existing cultural assets to reimagine a new future because we already know that it takes
more than one kind of industry to improve regional economies. By using our wealth of
arts and cultural assets we can infuse new vibrancy into our rural communities while we
transition to the new energy economy. Arts and culture have long been part of urban
rejuvenation efforts, but there’s plenty of evidence to show that this approach works for
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rural areas, too—slowing and stopping population migration, creating a stable of new
healthy jobs, and improving quality of life.

2. DEEPENING OUR CULTURAL ROOTS TO THRIVE
By investing in a plan for “Rural Prosperity Through the Arts and Creative Sector,” our
local and state leaders can:
●
●
●

●
●

Provide leadership for the state’s creative sector to benefit rural communities and
stop population migration.
Capitalize on our existing regional cultural assets.
Build state infrastructure for cultural and creative partnerships with other policy
areas, like ensuring clean air and water and growing a diversified economy that
includes sustainable industries.
Develop local talent so that we can use our creative skills to start more local
businesses that tap national markets.
Create an environment friendly to investment and home-grown innovation outside
of fracked gas and petrochemicals.

NARRATIVE B TEST MESSAGES
1. THE HEART OF THE NEW AMERICAN DREAM (includes
messaging from Reimagine Appalachia)
We have incredible assets in Appalachia and we have everything we need to figure out
how to meet our community, economic, and environmental needs, but by doing it our
way and making sure no one is left behind. We have to start demanding that our public
investments come with strings attached—that union jobs do the work, that coal workers
have genuine opportunities, and that our workforce going forward is more diverse in
nature. That also means building pathways for Black, Indigenous and other people of
color into union jobs, like union apprenticeship programs.
This isn’t about retraining and relocating our workers to places that they don’t want to go,
for jobs that they don’t have. We need coal workers to help us build the 21st century that
we want to live in. That means work laying rail or building out electric vehicle
infrastructure for a more sustainable and healthier transportation system. That means
work modernizing the national electric grid — putting more of it underground so that it
can deal with the increasingly severe storms that we’re seeing from global warming.
Extractive industries have scarred our lands, but using a model like the Civilian
Conservation Corps from the 1930s, we can put people to work repairing Appalachia
and nurturing a healthy region for all of us, while leading the nation once again.
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2. A 21ST CENTURY SUSTAINABLE APPALACHIA FOR ALL OF
US (includes Reimagine Appalachia messaging)
Europe and the UK are moving to net-zero emissions by 2050 and China will get there
by 2035; at the same time multiple countries are initiating bans on single-use plastics
(the bread and butter of the petrochemical industry). Pretty soon, the fracked gas and
petrochemical industry won’t have a market to sell to, so why do our leaders keep putting
all of our eggs into its basket? Banking on big oil is a terrible bad bet for Appalachia. It’s
time to cut the cord and build a 21st Century sustainable Appalachia — one that works
for all of us and gives our young people a future they can feel good about. How?
●
●
●

●
●

Restore our damaged lands and waters.
Modernize the electric grid: Decentralize generation, increase use of clean
energy and expand broadband.
Grow manufacturing by making it cleaner and more efficient while also making
Appalachia a hub for electric vehicle production and alternatives to single-use
plastic (ahem, “petrochemicals” as the industry likes to dress them up as).
Build a sustainable transportation system and create new jobs for transit workers.
Revive the Civilian Conservation Corps: Reforest the region, restore wetlands,
promote regenerative agriculture and eco-tourism while simultaneously absorbing
greenhouse gases with natural landscapes.

NARRATIVE C TEST MESSAGES
1. A NEW DEAL FOR APPALACHIA (includes Reimagine
Appalachia messaging)
PA alone just agreed to give away $670 million in tax credits to petrochemical
companies. Imagine if we invested that kind of money to keep our kids and grandkids
from leaving the region. Keeping more young people in Appalachia means investing in
them and listening to their vision for the future — and that vision doesn’t include a
reliance on short-term construction jobs in the fracked gas and petrochemical industry.
That means investing in…
●

●

●

High-speed internet that helps fuel economic growth and job creation. Expand
rural fiber optic co-ops and community broadband networks so that we don’t
need to rely on big telecom corporations for high-speed internet access.
A New Deal for Appalachia that harnesses the potential of this moment in energy
history to Promote union rights, beer pay, benefits and local ownership models
for working people across all industries in the region.
A plan to use local economic development funds to create an environment that’s
friendly to cultural and creative jobs and innovation. Instead of giving tax credits
to massive out-of-state and overseas corporations, our tax incentives should be
used here at home—in our rural areas, towns, and cities alike—to support more
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creative businesses and activities that keep our diverse and lively cultural
heritage front and center. We can and should accept nothing less given the
immense wealth extracted from Appalachia over the past centuries.

2. A BETTER WORLD FOR OUR KIDS
Young people are telling us what would keep them in Appalachia: an economy fueled by
stable, meaningful jobs in a multitude of clean and ethical sectors instead of
overinvesting in short-term jobs in a few destructive industries; and pairing those
investments with good infrastructure that guarantees safe water to drink and clean air to
breathe; high-speed internet; and mental and health care.
For the most well-liked narrative, “Narrative C: Weaving a Tapestry of Possibilities for Our Kids
and Grandkids,” out of the two associated messages (“A New Deal for Appalachia” and “A
Better World for Our Kids”) “A Better World for Our Kids” tested the best, with 73% of people
picking it over “A New Deal.”
When asked how they felt about “A Better World for Our Kids”, 60% of people liked it or loved it,
and agreed or strongly agreed with it. No other message did this well overall across the multiple
questions we asked. People had this to say about the “A Better World for Our Kids” message:
●

The views aren’t too liberal nor are they too conservative. All are good ideas. -Cody B.

●

It's time we listen to the young. They're not asking for anything unrealistic. Plus, they
want to stay home if at all possible in towns they grew up in or around. Nothing to turn
away from here. -John M.

●

Nothing turns me away. What I do like about it is that they are telling you that they just
want the simple things that most have and that's all that will keep them in their areas.
-Julie W.

●

I liked that it spoke about a topic that resonates with almost all the people who live in this
area in the Appalachian Mountains. It spoke on the issues that many of the
Appalachians face as a result of the energy energy industry the energy industry created
environment that drives away their families and they just want new opportunities to
create a better Appalachia. -Jacob. B

●

On the reason why this story was my favorite is because for me it was the one that was
the easiest to understand and made the most sense. The thing that stood out about it is
that I do agree that we have to make this a better place for future generations like our
kids so they can enjoy where they live at. That's all things that I like and that I could also
agree with. -Dale B.

Despite the popularity of “A Better World for Our Kids,” other messages also did well.
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64% of people did agree or strongly agree with “Old-fashioned Values, New-Fashioned Ideas”
but did not “love it” and it did not do well when asked to pick a top favorite from the six total
messages. This may have to do with the fact that people were conflicted about what it actually
entailed and how realistic it was:
●

I liked this message because it’s talking about people who are accepting inevitable
changes. -Jacob B.

●

The way I feel about this message is kind of conflicting, mostly because I support the oil
industry and all it does for keeping America running. But electricity by means of different
sources is definitely a future so it would be unwise to not expand your fear of judgment
with other possible routes. -Cody B.

●

Old fashioned values seem ok on the surface. But not everyone has the same value
system. -Corey G.

●

The part that drew me into this saying was the title of it where the old fashion values
meets the new fashion ideas. The thing that I did not like about it was I did not believe
that it was the easiest to understand what it was about. -Dale B.

●

Like it, not totally sure about the future of WV being in the Arts & Culture. Yes there is
some but question just how many could move into that area and make a living. With that
said, keeping community together and stopping the migration is a strong selling point.
-Edward D.

●

The whole message makes no sense to me. I just don't see how this area could
capitalise on art and culture alone. It's unrealistic to think that either one of these could
create jobs for thousands of people and make enough money for them to live a good life.
Again it's just very unrealistic to me. -Georgia W.

“The Heart of the New American Dream” also did well, with nearly 58% of people liking or loving
it. People thought the title was attention grabbing, strong, positive, and praised it for “talk[ing] of
creating more opportunities for the locals," although a few people did show skepticism and were
“not sure how realistic it is and how these jobs are going to be created and available for all of
us." Multiple people also acknowledged and commended the wording about inclusiveness and
diversity. (One person did note however that to her, it "suggested underrepresented ethnicities
and groups should be pushed to do hard labor like laying rails or coal work. Not a fan at all.")
As for the other messages, they received a mix of reviews:
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Deepening Our Cultural Roots to Thrive
●

I think maybe it's really short and not very hard hitting or to the point. Not very well
written in my opinion. -Jason C.

●

I was reading this out loud and I read the title as ending with "to survive" rather than "to
thrive". I guess both endings would fit the message. -John M.

●

It's a little too abstract and unnecessary for me. -Lauren S.

●

I like it connects a community from the top government official to the artist. -Sarah C.

●

I agree with all of that… we need more local businesses, tons of different local talent
going to waste. -Tiffany C.

A 21st Century Sustainable Appalachia for All of Us
●

No reaction. We dont need any type of public transit that we dont already have.
-Brandon B.

●

It is important to protect our environment but it’s also important to not shut out the assets
of oil and plastic. They are too important to our economy and the production of clean
energy solutions. Let’s not focus on getting rid of them so fast but rather multitask and
allow the clean energy game to advance, become cheaper, and get better. We cannot
do that without the help of the oil industry as well as the plastics industry. -Cody B.

●

The goals of these initiatives are lofty and too far out of reach for mankind. -Corey G.

●

The thing that drew me into this message was how it talked about what we could be able
to do to get this country on track to better things. The thing that I did not like was I did not
feel like the country is doing as bad as what this story makes it out to seem. -Dale B.

●

Liked; future, competitive w/countries, restore land & water, transit jobs, clean energy,
broadband. Dislike; cutting cord from fracking, CCC does not bring memories of good
paying jobs. -Edward D.

●

I didn't like the one statement towards the end where it says "ahem" because it sounds
snarky to me. - Nicole T.

●

I guess all the benefits they list in their bullet points are all nice but that really turns me
away is how unclear it is that we, audience, are supposed to do. Like what are we
supposed to do to follow these messages? The other stories were more clear in stating
that following their job path will lead to a better community. -Noah A.
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A New Deal for Appalachia
●

I like how high-speed internet that could help fuel economic growth and job creation.
-Alizah J.

●

This message draws me in because it talks about making a better place for the future
kids of this area. They want to invest in the future. -Jacob. B.

●

Overall, I think the message is a good one. Giving opportunities to people who don’t just
want a blue collar job is a good idea if we want to maintain the draw of more modern
technology centered jobs. -Cody B.

●

The thing that had drew me into this message was when they had talked about what
they felt like what they could do to make this work better. The thing that I did not like
about this was how the tax credits were being spent as it had sounded like they were
being wasted on things that were not very helpful. -Dale B.

●

It is unrealistic to think that this can happen all over the state. There are so many small
rural towns that are so far from bigger cities or towns and they will still be in the same
boat. -Georgia W.

●

What i really like about this is that not only is it giving me a firm $ amount of what is
being given to these companies, but what that $ could really be used for. -Julie W.

When asked how these narratives and messages had impacted their thoughts on the
petrochemical industry, people both acknowledged the detrimental effects of the industry on
people and the environment as well as the economic power it has in the form of jobs:
●

I definitely gave serious thought to the industry more than I had. I realize there are two
sides to the issue, the environment and the workers and the side of the industry and the
economy. I can say I will take notice more in the future of this issue after all this
information. -Nicole T.

●

I am still dependent on these industries- they pay the bills so I'm [sic] opinions have not
changed. -Georgia W.

●

I never believed that fracking and/or any other oil operation was good for WV (after 100
years of coal). With that said, it was and is needed for WV to have some good paying
jobs. For the time being, it is a lifeline for the state. -Edward D.

●

I want to do what’s best for both employees but also the economy itself. -Michaela D.

●

I already had an idea about the shadyness of the industry, I'm glad that these ideas are
being expressed. -Chris M.
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●

It gave me another perspective on this. I will be telling my family friends about it. I
believe it’s time for a change and the people (us) should be more focused on these
topics. -Alizah J.

●

I’m a fan of the regulation of bigger companies within the plastics industry but overall,
this has not changed how I feel about it. -Cody B.

Messages by Demographic
As mentioned, “A Better World for Our Kids” was the
most liked, especially among people ages 30-40. “The
Heart of the New American Dream” was more popular for
people ages 18-30. People ages 40+ liked “The Heart of
the American Dream,” “Deepening Our Cultural Roots to
Thrive” and “A 21st Century Sustainable Appalachia for
All of Us” equally.
This indicates that there is significant potential for
creating targeted messaging and storytelling strategies
that appeal to different demographic audiences in different ways. Although “The Heart of the
New American Dream” was attached to Narrative B, this message would also work to reinforce
the popular Narrative C, with tailored “American Dream” advocacy messaging and visual
storytelling approaches created for the young adults who will be shaping the future of the region
(18-30), and “Better World” messaging and visual storytelling approaches tailored for audiences
aged 30-40, 40-50, and 50+.
These insights also indicate that Reimagine Appalachia’s messaging and plans will land
especially well with 18-30 year olds, making that demographic a target audience for advocacy
that centers their policy ideas. NMAP strongly recommends engaging that demographic in
political, environmental, and economic advocacy efforts at the local and regional level.

POPULAR METAPHORS
In addition to narratives, messages, and visual
media, NMAP also tested a range of metaphors that
POPCo could potentially use when describing the
fracked gas or petrochemical industry, the economy,
and Appalachia. Metaphors can be especially
effective tools for making complex or abstract
concepts digestible, and can provide the seeds for
powerful visual storytelling and messaging.
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We tested the following primary metaphors alongside each narrative. Since these metaphors
were tied to specific narratives, we asked participants to select their favorite according to each
narrative.

IT’S TIME TO CONTROL OUR PATH FORWARD (NARRATIVE
A) METAPHORS
●

A healthy economy is like a nest: It nurtures future generations and is made strong by
weaving many different sectors together

●

Stitched together from the many, thriving communities are like quilts: Each person
contributes something unique, and when more of our friends and neighbors and kids and
grandkids are able contribute their special skills and passions and ideas, the stronger
and more vibrant our communities will be.

LOVE FOR OUR PEOPLE SHOULD GUIDE OUR GROWTH
(NARRATIVE B) METAPHORS
●

Appalachia is the heart of the new American Dream: For our country’s youth, the new
American Dream is about maintaining a reasonable living standard by doing work that
they enjoy and find meaningful in the communities they love — values Appalachians
already hold dear.

●

Our economy only works for gluttonous corporations: Fossil fuel corporations
wander our hills and hollers like hungry ghosts; gobbling up our land and water leaving
nothing behind, but somehow never feeling satisfied.

●

Appalachia is at a fork in the road: The first road is familiar and lit by the oil and gas
industry — but the lights are dimming and though they’ll illuminate the way forward for a
little while longer, they’re already starting to go out. The second road is new and lit by
clean industries like wind, solar, and geothermal — although the lights are just starting to
come on, they’re bright as daylight and the road stretches into the distance.

●

The petrochemical industry is already running on fumes: Despite its bragging, the
petrochemical industry is already losing money and staying power. Documents from
within the industry itself d
 eclare that it is a dying industry.

WEAVING A TAPESTRY OF POSSIBILITIES FOR OUR KIDS
AND GRANDKIDS (NARRATIVE C) METAPHORS
●

The Fossil Fuel Industry is like the Hydra: It presents many different faces — coal,
gas, plastics, oil — but they’re all part of the same old deadly monster.
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●

The petrochemical industry is this century’s carpetbagger: It’s just another
opportunistic group of outsiders trying to make money off of us and what we have.

The metaphor with the most votes was “Stitched together from the many, thriving
communities are like quilts” from “Narrative A: It’s Time to Control our Path Forward.” People
commented that they liked this metaphor because it both referred to the potential of everyone in
a community offering something to the whole, and the expectation or responsibility of everyone
needing to contribute. People also responded to the inclusiveness of this metaphor, and how it
can apply to West Virginia in particular:
●

WV is made up of many hollows, mountain sides, very small, small, and medium size
towns. Like most areas, they are diverse and stay within their own borders. Everyone
understands that a patchwork quilt is made up of many pieces that are alike in size but
still different .... when sewn together, they all combine to make something of value.
-Edward D.

●

It is so true and fitting for the area that I call home [West Virginia]. We can all come
together generation after generation to make a more solid community. -Georgia W.

Other popular metaphors were “Appalachia is the Heart of the New American Dream” and
“The Fossil Fuel Industry is like the Hydra” although their margin of victory over the other
metaphors for their narratives were not as large.
People liked the “New American Dream” as both a message and a metaphor for similar
reasons—its optimism, strength, and positivity, and for its mention of a reasonable, stable,
dignified standard of living. People also connected this to family and young/old generations: I
love it. It makes me think of the old adage that each generation should be able to have a better
overall existence than their parents. It's time for the American Dream to return. (John M.)
It should be noted, however, that some people were critical:
●

Sounds like you are asking people to settle for less and live with just mediocre and only
expect mediocre and not to strive for anything more. -Nicole T.

●

It doesn't make sense to say one area [i.e. Appalachia] is the most important. -Corey G.
(from West Virginia)

●

I think it’s a little exaggerated and far fetched. I don’t really agree with it is what I’m
saying. I think it’s more important to do work that can be sustainable rather than just
following your passions solely, there needs to be a balance of both. -Tori L.

For the metaphor “The Fossil Fuel Industry is like the Hydra”, people were not as elaborate
in their responses, although one person commented on the metaphor’s accuracy:
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I disagree with the metaphor because it doesn’t make sense. A hydra is a mythical beast
that has the ability to double its heads upon getting cut off. In reality, this metaphor only
makes the argument weaker in that it makes it seem like if you tackle one problem (cut
off one head) then it’ll make it worse.
Another person understood this metaphor as saying for the last hundred years appalachia has
been at the heart of this Hydra. Multiple people also noted that this metaphor made it seem like
ALL energy sources are part of this Hydra (“The thing that this would mean to me would be that
no matter of the source of energy that we are using, we seemed to be depended on things that
are really bad." -Dale B.)

Takeaway: Keep it Positive, Keep it Clear
As with the messages, our participants’ feedback indicates that metaphors that leverage a
positive, hopeful tone and highlight regional values and strengths will be better received than
metaphors that use a negative tone or seek to attack or undermine. It is also apparent that
clarity and inclusiveness are important when it comes to metaphors—Appalachians will not
suffer a mixed metaphor, or a metaphor that can be easily picked apart.
Finally, while we paired these metaphors with specific narratives, we intended them to be
flexible. As such, the winning metaphor for Narrative A—“Stitched together from the many,
thriving communities are like quilts”—can be easily employed in service of Narrative C,
“Weaving a tapestry of possibilities for our kids and grandkids,” and supports the sample
messages that people most resonated with.
Given the popularity of the “New American Dream” metaphor, we believe it could still be a
powerful messaging tool, particularly if it was adjusted, removing “reasonable standard of living”
and making it clear that Appalachia is setting an example for the rest of the country to follow.
We believe this metaphor would be best used with messaging for 18-30 year olds.

MEDIA
In addition to the stories and messaging, we also selected a variety of media to share with study
participants. We endeavored to find images and short video clips that related to the values and
messaging for each of the narratives.

Images
For each narrative, we asked people to pick which images they thought best fit the story (to view
all the images, please see the appendix) of the narrative. Here are the most liked images for
each narrative:
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Once again, family and people/community remain at the forefront of people’s thoughts and
preferences. It should also be noted that all of these images beat out images of nature, solar
power, infrastructure, and workers in hard hats. For Narratives B and C, it’s notable that both of
the images participants most liked feature the choice between many different energy industries
and show the coexistence of old and new energy and economic visions. This reinforces the
notion that advocacy messaging and campaigning for the general public should prioritize folding
in new visions rather than attacking or extinguishing old ones.
It also underscores what NMAP found in previous research—that the majority of people in the
region don’t know or believe that the petrochemical industry will primarily be using Appalachian
infrastructure to produce plastics, not energy. Single-use plastics lack the nobility of energy
production and their limited market potential undermines the industry’s bold claims of staying
power. This is a major area of need when it comes to broad public education, and should be
prioritized and driven home repeatedly in any regional and state press strategy. Mention of the
industry’s focus on single-use plastics should be included in any and all press outreach or
interviews.

Videos
We also asked participants to watch five short videos, each around three minutes or less. (Links
to all the videos can be found in the appendix.)
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Before watching the videos, we asked people the following:
How open are you to considering alternatives to coal, oil, and/or chemical plants?

After they watched the videos, we asked them to select their favorite:
Now that you’ve watched all the videos, which one is your FAVORITE? Select only one.

And then asked them the same question again:
After watching these videos, how open are you to considering alternatives to coal, oil, and/or
chemical plants?

People overall liked the Coalfield video because it showed opportunities for young people like
me; made me feel hopeful for the future; showed what was so great about living in that area and
what he had enjoyed about it; and sustainable employment and the future of the people of WV.
Noah A. said: It really showcases how Coalfield does work to help the citizens of Appalachia
both the workers and the customers. Many people are losing their coal mining job and this is a
solution to help bring up our economy.
As seen above, there was a small shift with a few people becoming somewhat more open and
very open to alternatives to coal, oil and/or petrochemical plants.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, the participant responses to the narratives and messages show that there is
considerable positive feeling and support for green jobs and sustainable, healthy industries and
sectors; support for greater regulation of harmful industries; and a desire for clean air, land, and
water. It is also clear that all demographics support listening to what young people want and
finding ways to build the world that they envision—in other words, young people would make
effective “trusted messengers” for change. Young people seem to be the “glue” bringing
everyone together.
Despite openness to change and “future industries,” there’s also a desire for realism when it
comes to messaging especially. Messages grounded in positive, accomplishable “stepping
stones” on the path to that future would likely play best, with younger audiences more likely to
respond to more ambitious proposals that older demographics might brand as “pipe dreams.” In
addition, messages that make it clear how something ambitious could be accomplished would
be recommended. For example, showing stories of rural communities that created fiber optic
broadband networks for their residents; clearly, but dynamically highlighting innovative tax credit
plans that would promote healthy job growth and c lean air and water. As with our research last
year, we found that images that center people and families in domestic and community settings
performed more strongly than images of landscapes, infrastructure, and people at work.
In addition to pragmatism, people also responded best to strong, clear wording. Beyond using
such language in any hopeful narrative building or messaging, NMAP recommends using clear,
concrete vocabulary in any contexts where advocates are referencing, describing, or defining
the petrochemical industry. In short, call a spade a spade.
Rather than using “natural gas,” which is a misnomer intentionally created to greenwash a toxic
product, advocates could consistently use “fracked gas” instead; rather than “petrochemical
industry,” which can be so abstract as to land neutrally, advocates could use “plastics industry”
or “plastics and fracked gas industry.” Seize any opportunity to rebrand the industry in truthful
ways by refusing to use their abstracted or greenwashed language, including using terms that
help people visualize scale and scope—rather than miles, use geography and images. For
example, ASH is a combination of volatile fracked gas pipelines and underground storage tanks
that will pollute the air, land, and water across three states in order to produce plastic bags and
straws for the next three-to-five years. We recognize that accuracy is especially important when
it comes to advocates taking on the industry, as the industry will pounce on any opportunity to
undermine advocates’ authority and moral standing. However, simply using plain terms can
pack a hefty punch without leaving an opening for the industry to counterpunch.
In the final section below, we have outlined how the narrative, messages, and iterative
messaging could work together. While we don’t know enough about the specifics of each
POPCo members’ missions to create detailed, mission-connected iterative messages, we’ve
bulleted general examples that could be tailored to each organization’s particular focus, while
remaining true to the core narrative.
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Putting it All Together
To ensure that the regional narrative resonates with all demographics, in each of the states that
POPCo works, NMAP has combined the strongest aspects of Narrative A, which was best liked
by participants in Kentucky and Pennsylvania and all participants ages 40 and over, and the
strongest aspects of Narrative C, which was best liked by participants in Ohio and West Virginia
and all participants under the age of 40. Similarly, the sample messaging we have included to
reinforce the core narrative represents the favored messages by our 18-30 year old participants
as well as the most widely favored message across all groups.
While NMAP recommends that POPCo members all use the below core narrative to ground and
inspire their petrochemical-specific campaigns and messages, the sample messages included
are meant to act only as inspiration and guiding examples.

CORE REGIONAL NARRATIVE
Ideally all POPCo members would use this narrative to ground and inspire their messages and
campaigns moving forward.
Too many decades of investment in companies that come to Appalachia to pillage our
land, and divestment from the people who live on that land have frayed the fabric of our
families and our communitie. We have a long legacy of working hard for a better world,
but this moment calls for creative new ways of building that better world here at home,
for our kids.
Our children and grandchildren deserve to inherit an Appalachia with clear water to
drink, fresh air to breathe, and meaningful work to do. Right now, too many of our young
people feel that they have to leave the home and families they love to create livelihoods
that give them a sense of meaning. So Appalachians of all ages are hard at work
weaving together our many strengths and talents to create a tapestry of possibilities for
the next generation. Together, we’re finding ways to expand healthy options for our kids
and grandkids so they can stay close to home and participate in their communities; we’re
calling for greater investments in our wealth of creative people and small business
owners so that they can make a living by keeping our cultural legacy vibrant; and we’re
creating policies that make it possible for younger generations to put down roots on their
own land so that they nurture the next generation of Appalachians.
Key Narrative Features:
● Doesn’t rely on name and shame, but still briefly names a generalized problem (avoids
job loss triggers)
● Taps widely recognized, positive regional values
● Emphasises living a life with meaning and subtly connects jobs to that sense of meaning
● Positive tone looking ahead to the medium- and long-term future
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●

●
●
●

Integrates environmental sustainability into a vision that includes meaningful livelihoods
and plentiful opportunities, rather than centering environmental sustainability as the
primary feature
Centers young people/the next generation while acknowledging the contributions of
previous generations—integrated timeline, inclusive
Is cinematic/lends itself to multimedia
Sets the stage for multifaceted messaging that elevates many ways forward and many
possible solutions/options for weaving the tapestry

SAMPLE MESSAGING THAT CAN REINFORCE THE NARRATIVE
Main Message 1
Young people are telling us what would keep them in Appalachia: an economy fueled by stable,
meaningful jobs in a multitude of clean and ethical sectors instead of overinvesting in short-term
jobs in a few destructive industries; and pairing those investments with good infrastructure that
guarantees safe water to drink and clean air to breathe; high-speed internet; and mental and
health care.

●

Iterative Message Possibilities:
Concrete example demonstrating how to bring ethical/clean jobs to the region—this
could be an example of a community that has done it already, an engaging explainer
animation detailing creative use of tax credits/public investments, interviews with local or
state politicians that believe in getting this done.

●

Visual storytelling that highlights how pairing better public investments with good
infrastructure and safe 21st Century results in clean air, water, and land.

●

Case studies from similar communities around the country or from within Appalachia that
have centered holistic community health in their economies (e.g. reducing pollution,
investing in a tapestry of healthy locally created jobs, built community-owned rural
broadband networks to improve agricultural business or education opportunities, etc.)

Recommended Audiences for This Message:
1. Economically and politically engaged 30-40 year olds: Rally around regulatory
propositions, lean in on specific, but realistic policies and lobbying opportunities for
green industries, broadband, innovative tax credits, and show-don’t-tell new models for
local economies that center environmental and public wellbeing
2. Economically and Environmentally Hopeful 19-40 year olds (the moveable skeptics)
3. Mothers, ages 20-40
Main Message 2 (Taps Reimagine Appalachia’s Plans)
We have incredible assets in Appalachia and we have everything we need to figure out how to
meet our community, economic, and environmental needs, but by doing it our way and making
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sure no one is left behind. We have to start demanding that our public investments come with
strings attached—that union jobs do the work, that coal workers have genuine opportunities,
and that our workforce going forward is more diverse in nature. This isn’t about retraining and
relocating our workers to places that they don’t want to go, for jobs that they don’t have. We
need coal workers to help us build the 21st century that we want to live in.

●

●

●

Iterative Message Possibilities:
Concrete examples of building an equitable, diverse workforce (e.g. building pathways
for Black, Indigenous and other people of color into union jobs, like union apprenticeship
programs)
Create clear, realistic examples of 21st Century opportunities (the tapestry of
possibilities) that are well-paying and improve air, land, and water quality, such as:
○ Laying rail for a new national high-speed system or building out electric vehicle
infrastructure for a transportation system that doesn’t pollute our air and water.
○ Work modernizing the national electric grid so that we can harness the power of
renewables like other countries are, and putting more of it underground so that it
can deal with the increasingly severe storms that we’re seeing from global
warming.
○ Look to the wisdom of our past and use a model like the Civilian Conservation
Corps from the 1930s to put people to work repairing Appalachia’s extraction
scars and nurturing a clean, healthy region for all of us, while leading the nation
once again.
Whenever possible, use images and video to make the vision “real” so that people don’t
have to stretch their imaginations—engage 18-30 year olds when making and promoting
visual media

Recommended Audiences for This Message:
1. Politically, economically, and environmentally engaged 18-30 year olds: Advocate for
specific economic and environmental policies a la Reimagine Appalachia, future building
efforts, integrating racial and environmental justice into local, state, and regional
conversations, fold into larger movements and provide public leadership roles (let them
be the voice and let them paint the picture of the future they want)
2. Economically Hopeful Men, ages 25-50: Build a culture of pride around example setting
with new, clean forms of work and connect them to the policies and proposals they can
vocally support. They can keep the jobs they have while helping to advocate for
forthcoming Green New Deal jobs, making sure they come to Appalachia. Focus on the
most realistic possibilities for this crowd.
3. Grandparents: Engage as elders and leaders with experience in labor organizing to
ensure these new opportunities are unionized, an understanding of how the Civilian
Conservation Corps worked and the impact it had (might not have been working as part
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of the Corps, but their parents would have), etc.
4. Advocacy Base: Mobilize around specific anti-industry actions (the “let’s stop this crowd”)
to make room and potential for new sectors, opportunities, and stem the environmental
damage
Finally, it was clear that people still respond to jobs-based messages, but that they’re ready for
a realistic new spin on those messages and there’s a clear appetite for meaningful work. They
see the gas and plastics industry as a stabilizing force for the region, but welcome the idea of
folding in other industries and aren’t inherently opposed to changing the economic ratio over
time.
With that in mind, NMAP recommends avoiding messages that center petrochemical removal
and instead focus on positive, strategic messages that build support for policies and approaches
that would naturally erode the industry and replace it with a myriad of other options. The “myriad
of options” feature is an important one, given that our narratives and messages that
foregrounded one particular sector didn’t perform as well as those that emphasized many
different kinds of opportunities. We see this as a bright horizon for POPCo messaging, as it
allows for each organization to develop concrete, realistic messages and campaigns that remain
connected to their missions, but that position those missions in new ways, tailored for different
audiences and connected to new themes and sectors.
Our hope is that the insights outlined in this document will inform the tone, direction, and
messaging focus for groups working to stop petrochemical and fracked gas expansion
throughout the region. We believe that, despite political and industry rhetoric, advocates and the
majority of the Appalachian public are already on the same page about their hopes and desires
for the future of the region. As such, we hope that the insights from our research will enable
advocacy groups and activists to connect with new communities and community members in
authentic and dynamic ways, creating a formidable coalition for the 21st Century.
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APPENDIX A: TESTING DESIGN
This round of audience testing included 26 people, recruited through a variety of ways. To get a
diverse and representative sample, we asked everyone who was interested in participating in
the study to fill out a screener survey that collected basic demographic data as well as asked
about prior survey participation and any affiliations with advocacy/environmental groups,
industry companies and government.
We boosted this screener survey on social media via paid boosted ads targeting towns along
the Ohio River that are or would experience petrochemical expansion. We also posted on
craigslist, and other job/gig websites. In addition, we had colleagues share the screener survey
via their network, and did outreach to colleges and universities, nursing homes, and other
community groups or institutions, like churches and schools, that could help circulate the
screener via a community board or email list.
Over 350 people filled out the screener survey, and of these, over 100 qualified for the audience
testing (because they lived in the regions we are focusing on). Of these 100, we aimed to select
a sample that was representative of the region based on current data about the regions’
demographics. 50 people were contacted and ultimately, 26 people completed the study
“mission” on dscout.
What follows is the demographic breakdown of the participants:
By state
Kentucky: 2
By place of origin (participants
Ohio: 6
responded freely to the question
Pennsylvania: 3
“where are you from?”)
West Virginia: 15
West Virginia: 11
Ohio: 6
By age (ranged from 18-73 years
Kentucky: 2
old)
Tennessee: 1
18-30: 10
California: 2
30-40: 8
Pennsylvania: 3
40-50: 4
“The water, dust and air”: 1
50+: 4
By political leaning
By employment
Very Liberal: 1
Currently unemployed: 5
Liberal: 5
Working full-time: 12
Moderate: 14
Working part-time: 3
Conservative: 3
Currently in school: 1
Very Conservative: 3
Part Time Studying & Part
Time Working: 1
By sex
Homemaker: 2
Men: 15
Retired: 2
Women: 11
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By political affiliation
Democrat: 8
Republican: 8
Independent: 8
Other/None: 2

By education
Highschool: 12
College: 10
Trade School: 2
Graduate Degree: 2

By children in household
No: 15
Yes: 11
1: 4
2: 3
3: 1
4: 2
5+: 1

By race
Asian: 2
Black or African American: 2
Hispanic or Latino: 2
White or Caucasian: 18
Unknown/not reported: 2

NMAP’s Research Director, Director of Narrative Strategy, and Creative Director worked in
conjunction with dscout’s Lead Research Advisor to adapt the narratives that POPCo chose into
“stories,” messaging, and metaphors that would fit the online study.
The mission that participants complete on the dscout mobile app featured 5 parts:
1. General background questions
2. Narrative A questions (to get audience comprehension, thoughts and feelings on
messaging)
3. Narrative B questions (to get audience comprehension, thoughts and feelings on
messaging)
4. Narrative C questions (to get audience comprehension, thoughts and feelings on
messaging)
5. Reflection questions (ranking narratives and messages, additional questions about
perceptions, reviewing audio and video samples)
We also tested a variety of images, metaphors, and messages that corresponded to these main
narratives and more. For a complete version of what we tested, please click here.

APPENDIX B: GENERAL PERCEPTIONS
In the first section of the mission in dscout, participants were asked questions to understand
what their feelings are about their state, the issues they consider most important, and how they
feel about the petrochemical, coal and oil industries.
In terms of personal interests, participants introduced themselves in an open-ended question,
with most people mentioning family, parents, and other people as how they enjoy spending
time. The most often-mentioned words not relating to people/family included movies, reading,
baseball, football, art, music, and God.
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The vast majority of people (80%) identified “jobs and the economy,” “public education and
improving our schools,” and “access to healthcare and other public health concerns” as the
most important issues facing us today. “Protecting the environment,” “crime and public safety,”
and “social justice and civil rights” were also selected at high rates (65-69%), but when asked
which of those issues were the MOST important issue facing us today, 36% of the participants
selected “jobs and the economy”, with “social justice and civil rights” at 26%, and “access to
healthcare” at 15%. “Protecting the environment” was only chosen by 7%, or 2 participants.
Over half of the participants (57.7%) would be “very likely” or “somewhat likely” to vote for a
candidate who supports access to natural gas and oil produced in the U.S., 30.8% were
undecided, and the remaining 11.5% would be “somewhat unlikely” or “very unlikely” to vote for
that candidate. This aligns with 76.9% of participants saying that the natural gas industry is
“very important” and “somewhat important” in helping their local economy. A slightly smaller
percentage 65.4% said the natural gas industry is “very important” and “somewhat important” in
helping their local community.
Despite this, an overwhelming percentage of participants (77%) were “very concerned” or
“somewhat” concerned that coal, oil, and/or chemical plants might harm their health or their
family’s health, with the remaining 23% “somewhat” and “very much not concerned” at all. A lot
of respondents described the coal industry as “dirty,” “outdated and “harmful/dangerous” and
the gas and oil industry as “essential,” “outdated,” and “dangerous”. The petrochemical industry
received more varied (and more generous) descriptions of “essential,” “efficient,” “dependable,”
“competitive,” and “job-creator.”
When it came to the Appalachian Storage Hub, 84.6% of people had not heard of it. And when
they were asked to do a quick google search online, to read about it and describe it, most
people described it as “an expansion of oil and gas” that would “cost billions of dollars.” Some
people framed the cost as an investment that would "provide a lot of income job and clean
ideas,” others seemed to critique this spending on something that would be "further maintaining
our dependence on finite resources such as fossil fuels" and the “many health and
environmental concerns that come along with it." Several people mentioned that there seemed
to be controversy or concerns over the ASH project.
We also observed several participants confuse what the petrochemical industry is, with several
people mentioning they “use oil in my house and I cannot afford to go to a more solar/clean
option" or needing gas to drive their cars. Noah A. said: "I’m open if it is easier and affordable to
change energy sources. I understand that cleaner energy is more efficient in the long run, but
it’s just too expensive to switch on the spot."
From this, we see a picture of a group that echoes a lot of the insights from our January
fieldwork.
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APPENDIX C: MEDIA
Images
Full resolution images are here.
Story A: It’s Time to Control our Path Forward

Story B: Love for our People Should Guide our Growth

Story C: Weaving a Tapestry of Possibilities for Our Kids and Grandkids
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Videos

Coalfield: https://fb.watch/1Abj28Fn5w/
Pipeline: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHLYvoB26iHj7xwLypTQdKw3pm2COk-B
TikTok: https://drive.google.com/file/d/16FiJis5oq6M3U8NJhOMcYyB9g1GHwTSl
West Virginia: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YMimU3iYeLZazYteKK6iIaPsZgQIt5M3

APPENDIX D: CHARTS FOR MESSAGES
OLD-FASHIONED VALUES, NEW-FASHIONED IDEAS (Story A)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?

DEEPENING OUR CULTURAL ROOTS TO THRIVE (Story A)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?
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THE HEART OF THE NEW AMERICAN DREAM (Story B)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?

A 21ST CENTURY SUSTAINABLE APPALACHIA FOR ALL OF US (Story B)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?
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A NEW DEAL FOR APPALACHIA (Story C)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?

A BETTER WORLD FOR OUR KIDS (Story C)
Which of these best describes how you feel about this message?

On a scale from 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree, how much do you
agree or disagree with this message?
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APPENDIX E: CHARTS FOR METAPHORS
Story A: It’s Time to Control our Path Forward

Story B: Love for our People Should Guide our Growth

Story C: Weaving a Tapestry of Possibilities for Our Kids and Grandkids

A Healthy Economy is like a Nest

Stitched together from the many, thriving communities are like quilts
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Appalachia is the heart of the new American Dream

Fossil fuel corporations wander our hills and hollers like hungry ghosts

Appalachia is at a fork in the road

The petrochemical industry is already running on fumes

The Fossil Fuel Industry is like the Hydra

The petrochemical industry is this century’s carpetbagger
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APPENDIX F: CHARTS FOR GENERAL
PERCEPTIONS
Of the following issues, which do you think are important issues facing us today?

Of the following issues, which do you think is the MOST important issue facing us today?

How likely would you be to vote for a candidate who supports access to natural gas and oil
produced in the U.S.?

How concerned are you that pollution from coal, oil, and/or chemical plants might harm your
health or your family’s health?

How important are the natural gas and oil industry in helping your local *economy*?
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How important are the natural gas and oil industry in helping your local *community*?

Have you heard of the Appalachian Storage Hub?

Top (most used) words for the question: Please start by introducing yourself! Please answer
questions like: what do you do for a living? What are your hobbies and interests? What are
you most passionate about?
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Top words for the question: What are THREE
words or phrases you would use to describe
the coal industry?

Top words for the question: What are THREE
words or phrases you would use to describe
the oil and gas industry?

Top words for the question: What are THREE words or phrases you would use to describe the
petrochemical industry?
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